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  1.  What is the battle for your mind, will and emotions, and why is it so  
important?

  2.  What does this battle have to do with God’s original plan for us, being made 
in His image, and our ability to be effective for His kingdom in the earth?

  3.  What does winning the battle for your mind, will and emotions have to do 
with “going to the next level” and seeing the supernatural made natural?

  4.  Much of the content of this book came from a series of visitations from the 
Lord. Tell us about that.

  5.  What would the earth look like if every believer came to understand their 
ability to release heaven into the earth every moment of every day?

  6.  What is one of the more dramatic testimonies you have regarding the power 
of winning this battle?

  7.  How does the enemy tend to attack our souls? How does he come against our 
mind, will and emotions?

  8.  Why was the first battle that Jesus won in His earthly ministry one of  
temptation in the desert?  And what does it have to do with the battle for our 
mind, will and emotions?

  9.  What are the dangers of not winning the battle for our mind, will and  
emotions?

10. Every chapter of the book ends with “Battle Keys.” What are they?
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